Jefferson Science Support of “The 7th Workshop of the APS Topical Group on Hadronic Physics

Report

7th Workshop of the APS Topical Group on Hadronic Physics was held in Washington DC, 1-3 February 2017 at the Marriott Wardman Park Hotel. https://www.jlab.org/indico/event/160/overview

Jefferson Science Associates (JSA) supported the workshop with $1,500 and this report contains justification and the list of people supported from the JSA funds.

List of Supported Participants:

Dr. Andrea Signori, Post-Doctoral Associate, Thomas Jefferson National Lab, CF=$120
Dr. Daniel Pitonyak Post-Doctoral Associate, Penn State Berks, CF=$120, TR=$150, HT=$500
Dr. Phiala Shannahlan Post-Doctoral Associate, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, CF=$120
Dr. Yi-Bo Yang, Post-Doctoral Associate, University of Kentucky, CF=$120, TR=$250
Professor Phillip Tanedo, Assistant Professor of Physics, Univ. Cal. Riverside, CF=$120

Total: $1,500

Key:
CF=Conference fee support
HT=Hotel fee support
TR=Travel support

Leonard Gamberg
Professor of Physics
Penn State University Berks
Reading, PA 19610

March 27th, 2017
Justification for Support

Funds were requested from the Jefferson Science Associates (JSA) to support the participation of young scientists/researchers in the 7th Workshop of the Topical Group on Hadron Physics (GHP) which will took place February 01-03, 2017 in Washington, DC. We placed a high priority to attract as many possible young scientist to the 2017 meeting and received $1,500 from JSA support which helped us reach this goal. Below we detail how the funds were used to support young scientists.

Andrea Signori is a young post-doctoral theorist at Jefferson Lab. He gave a talk entitled, “Hadron structure studies with a fixed-target experiment at the LHC - AFTER@LHC. Andrea requested partial support for the conference registration fee.

Daniel Pitonyak is a young post-doctoral theorist at Penn State Berks. He gave a talk entitled, “Phenomenological constraints on transverse single-spin asymmetries from Lorentz invariance relations”. Daniel requested partial support to subsidize his train travel, his hotel, and conference registration fee.

Phiala Shannahan is a young post-doctoral theorist at Massachusetts Institute of Technology. She was awarded the biennial Dissertation Award from the GHP. Her talk was entitled, “Strangeness and Charge Symmetry Violation in the Nucleon”. Phiala requested partial support for the conference registration fee.

Yi-Bo Yang is a young post-doctoral theorist at the University of Kentucky. He gave a talk entitled, “Recent Breakthrough in LQCD Structure Calculations”. Yi-Bo requested partial support to subsidize his air travel and conference registration fee.

Phillip Tanedo is new Assistant Professor at UC Riverside. He gave a talk entitled, “Dark Sectors”. Phillip requested partial support for the conference registration fee.

Participation of these young scientists in the 7th Workshop of the APS Topical Group on Hadronic Physics was partially provided by the generous support of Jefferson Science Associates.